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Abstract 

Kok et al. [J. Kok, P. Fisher, B. Wilkens, M. Mabula and V. 

Mukungunugwa, Characteristics of finite Jaco graphs, ( ),1nJ  ,N∈n  

arXiv: 1404.0484v1 [math.CO], 2 April 2014] introduced Jaco Graphs 

(order 1). In this essay, we present a recursive formula to determine the 

independence number ( )( ) I=α 1nJ  with, { II ∈=|= 1,11, vvv ji  and 

( ( ( ) ) )
}.

1,
1, ++−

+==
mvdjii

jm
vvv  We also prove that for the Jaco Graph, 

( ),1nJ  N∈n  with the prime Jaconian vertex iv  the chromatic number, 

( )( )1nJχ  is given by 
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We further our exploration in respect of domination numbers, bondage 

numbers and declare the concept of the Murtage number1 of a simple 

connected graph G, denoted ( ).Gm  We conclude by proving that for any 

Jaco Graph ( ),1nJ  N∈n  we have that ( )( ) .310 ≤≤ nJm  

1. Introduction 

Let ( )Gµ  be an arbitrary invariant of the simple connected graph G. The           

µ-stability number of G is conventionally, the minimum number of vertices whose 

removal changes ( ).Gµ  If the removal of the minimum vertices results in a decrease 

of the invariant the result is conventionally denoted, ( )G−µ  and if the change is to 

the contrary the change is denoted ( ).G+µ  We note that the domination number, 

( ),'Gγ  of a subgraph 'G  of G can be larger or smaller than ( ).Gγ  Note that a 

subgraph may result from the removal of vertices and/or edges from G. Furthermore, 

we note that the removal of only edges from the graph G to obtain 'G  can only result 

in ( ) ( ).' GG γ≥γ  The minimum number of edges whose removal from G results in a 

graph G′  with ( ) ( ),GG γ>′γ  is called the bondage number ( ),Gb  of G. 

2. Some Invariants of a Jaco Graph, ( ),1nJ  N∈n  

The infinite directed Jaco graph (order 1) was introduced in [7], and defined by 

( )( ) { },1 N∈|=∞ ivJV i  ( )( ) {( ) }jijivvJE ji <∈|⊆∞ ,,,1 N  and ( ) ∈ji vv ,  

( )( )1∞JE  if and only if ( ) .2 jvdi i ≥− −  The graph has four fundamental properties 

which are ( )( ) { }N∈|=∞ ivJV i1  and, if jv  is the head of an edge (arc), then the 

tail is always a vertex ,iv  ji <  and, if ,kv  for the smallest N∈k  is a tail vertex, 

then all vertices ,�v  jk << �  are tails of arcs to jv  and finally, the degree of 

vertex k is ( ) .kvd k =  The family of finite directed graphs are those limited to 

                                                           
1
 In honour of U. S. R. Murty, co-author of [2]. 
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N∈n  vertices by lobbing off all vertices (and edges arcing to vertices) ,tv  .nt >  

Hence, trivially we have ( ) ivd i ≤  for .N∈i  

2.1. Independence number of a Jaco graph, ( ),1nJ  N∈n  

Consider the underlying graph of the finite directed Jaco Graph, ( ),1nJ  .N∈n  

Obviously the graph has vertices ....,,,, 321 nvvvv  Because the independence 

number is defined to be the number of vertices in a maximum independent set [1], it 

is optimal to choose non-adjacent vertices recursively, each of minimum indice. This 

observation leads to the next theorem. 

Observe that iji vv =,  as calculated on the jth step of a recursive formula 

applied to the vertices of a simple connected graph. 

Theorem 2.1. The cardinality of the set 

{ II ∈=|= 1,11, vvv ji  and 
( ( ( ) ) )

},
1,

1, ++−
+==

mvdjii
jm

vvv  

derived from the underlying graph of the Jaco graph ( ),1nJ  N∈n  is equal to the 

independence number, ( )( ).1nJα  

Proof. Clearly for ( )11J  the cardinality of { }1v=I  equals 1 and it is indeed the 

maximum independent set. It is equally easy to see that the set { }1v=I  is indeed a 

maximum independent set of ( )12J  as well. Considering ( )13J  the derived 

maximum independent set is, { }., 31 vv=I  It easily follows that 

( ( ) ) ( ( ( ) ) )
.

11112,33
12,11 ++++ −

++ ===
vdvd

vvvv  

It follows that this maximum independent set (not unique) remains valid for ( ),13J  

( ),14J  ( ).15J  Hence, ( )( ) ,21 =α iJ  for .53 ≤≤ i  

Assume on the �-th step, we have the maximum independent set 

{
( ( ( ) ) )

}
1631

1,
...,,,,

++−
+

mvd m
vvvv

�
 

in respect of the Jaco graphs ( )1iJ  for 
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( ( ( ) ) ) ( ).11, km vdkimvdk
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−
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Considering the Jaco graph 
( ( ) )1++ +

kvdk
J  (1) will yield a maximum independent set, 

{
( ( ( ) ) ) ( ( ) )

}.,...,,,,
11631

1, ++++ +
−

+
km vdkmvd

vvvvv
�

 

So the result holds for the ( )1+� th step. Through mathematical induction the result 

holds in general. ~ 

Corollary 2.2. It follows that the covering number, ( )( ) ( )( ).11 nn JnJ α−=β  

2.2. Chromatic number of a Jaco graph, ( ),1nJ  J∈n  

From the definitions provided in [7] the Hope graph of the Jaco graph, ( )1nJ  is 

the complete graph on the vertices nii vvv ...,,, 21 ++  if and only if iv  is the prime 

Jaconian vertex of ( ).1nJ  Hence, ( ) .1 inn K −�H  The reader is reminded that a        

t-colouring of a graph G is a map ( ) [ ] { }0,...,,3,2,1:: ≥=→λ cccGV  such that 

( ) ( )vu λ≠λ  whenever ( )GVvu ∈,  are adjacent in G. The chromatic number of G 

denoted ( )Gχ  is the minimum c such that G is c-colourable. Now the following 

theorem can be settled. 

Theorem 2.3. For the Jaco graph, ( ),1nJ  N∈n  with the prime Jaconian 

vertex iv  we have that the chromatic number, ( )( )1nJχ  is given by 

( )( )

( )









−=

+−=

χ

.,

,,1

1

otherwisein

existsvvedgetheifonlyandifin

J

ni

n  

Proof (a(i)). If the edge nivv  exists the largest complete subgraph of ( )1nJ  is 

given by ( ) .1 1+−+ inin Kv �H  Since it is known that ( ( ) ) ( ) ,11 +−=χ +− inK in  it 

follows that ( )( ) ( ) .11 +−≥χ inJn  For ( )11J  we have that the prime Jaconian 

vertex is 1v  and inherently connected to itself. We may imagine the imaginary edge 

”“ 11vv  to find ( )( ) ( ) 111111 =+−=χ J  to be true. For ( )12J  the prime Jaconian 

vertex is 1v  and the Hope graph, ( ) .1 12 K�H  Also, the edge ,21vv  exists. Thus, 

( )( ) ( ) ,211212 =+−=χ J  which is true. 
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Now assume the result holds for any ( ),1nJ  2>n  for which the edge nivv  

exists and iv  is the prime Jaconian vertex. Label the ( ) 1+− in  colours used to       

colour the vertices ,iv ,...,,, 21 nii vvv ++  consecutively, ....,,,, 21 niii cccc ++  From 

Definitions 1.3 and 1.4 and Lemma 1.1 [7] it follows that if the prime Jaconian vertex 

iv  is unique, the Jaco Graph ( )11+nJ  will be the smallest Jaco Graph larger than 

( )1nJ  with prime Jaconian vertex 1+iv  for which the edge ,11 ++ ni vv  exists. It also 

implies that ( ) ( ).111 nn HH �+  Since the edge 1+nivv  does not exist, the colouring 

of 1+nv  with 1c  suffices, whilst the colouring of the rest of the graph ( )11+nJ  

remains the same as that of ( ).1nJ  So clearly the result 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1111111 nn JininJ χ=+−=++−+=χ +  

holds. 

From Definitions 1.3 and 1.4 and Lemma 1.1 [7] it follows that if the prime 

Jaconian vertex iv  of ( )1nJ  is not unique, the Jaco Graph ( )12+nJ  will be the 

smallest Jaco Graph larger than ( )1nJ  with prime Jaconian vertex 1+iv  for which 

both the edge 11 ++ ni vv  and ,21 ++ ni vv  exist (also see the Fisher Table for 

illustration). Since the edge 1+nivv  does not exist, colour vertices ,1+nv  2+nv  

respectively 1c  and .1+nc  Since ( )12+nH  has ( ) 1+− in  vertices we must consider 

the colouring of ( ) .2+−inK  However, we have that 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( )( ) 1122 ++−=+−=χ +− ininK in  

( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).111211 2+χ=++−+=+−+= nJinin  

Assume that for some Jaco Graph ( )1nJ  with the edge nivv  existing we have that 

( )( ) ( ) .11 +−>χ inJn  Clearly, this contradicts the definition on minimality of the 

colouring set so we safely conclude that ( )( ) ( ) .11 +−χ inJn ≯  

Since all cases have been considered the necessary condition follows through 

mathematical induction. 

(a(ii)). Consider the converse statement namely, if ( )( ) ( ) ,11 +−=χ inJn  then 

the edge nivv  exists and assume it is not true for some Jaco graph ( )1nJ  by 
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assuming that the edge nivv  does not exist. The Hope Graph ( ) inn K −�1H  

requires in −  colours. Since, the edge nivv  does not exist, colouring iv  the same as 

nv  will suffice. It implies that using ( ) 1+− in  colours contradicts the definition on 

minimality of the colouring set. Hence, the sufficient condition follows thus, the 

result. 

(b)
2
 The result follows directly from the proof of result (a) and the definition on 

minimality of the colouring set. ~ 

2.3. Introduction to the Murtage number ( )Gm  of a simple connected graph G 

Note that if vertices u and v are not adjacent in G, then ( ) ( ).GuvG γ≤+γ  The 

significance of this concept becomes apparent in the application of domination 

theory. In a situation where a γ-set of a graph is to represent costly facilities in a 

network N, it may be preferable to establish additional links (edges) between vertices 

of N rather than constructing facilities at all vertices of a γ-set. 

In order to calculate the Murtage number of a graph we introduce the concept of 

a omd -sequence of a γ-set, iX  of a graph. Label the vertices of iX  such that ( )GV  

can be partitioned into sets ( ) iGii DDD ,,2,1 ...,,, γ  such that ijD ,  contains the vertex 

ij Xv ∈  and vertices in ( ) iXGV −  which are adjacent to jv  and such that, 

( ) iGii DDD ,,2,1 γ≤≤≤ �  and iD ,1  is a minimum. We define a          

omd -sequence of the γ-set iX  as ( ( ) )....,,, ,,2,1 iGii DDD γ  Clearly a γ-set can 

have more than one omd -sequence. Assume G has k γ-sets namely, ....,,, 21 kXXX  

Let ( )jDminabsolute ,1=θ  for some .jX  All γ-sets, �X  for which first, 

θ=�,1D  (primary condition) and second, ( )ivvd ,1  is minimum for all �Xvi ∈  

(secondary condition) is said to be compact γ-sets. The partitioning described above 

in respect of a compact γ-set is called a Murtage partition of ( ).GV  

As example let us consider the path 4P  with vertices labelled from left to right 

,1v  ,2v  3v  and .4v  Clearly, the γ-set { }32 , vv  is a γ-set with the ( )2,2sequence- =omd  

                                                           
2
 Reader can formalise the proof as an exercise. 
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and ( ) .1, 32 =vvd  However, the aforesaid set is not a compact γ-set because the set 

{ }31, vv  has ( )3,1sequence- =omd  meaning ( ) 21,1 <=iDminabsolute  which is 

primary in the definition. The fact that ( ) ( )3231 ,12, vvdvvd =>=  is secondary in 

the definition. The corresponding Murtage partition of ( )4PV  is { } { }{ }.,,, 4321 vvvv  

Another example will be considering the path 5P  with the vertices labelled left 

to right ,1v  ,2v  ,3v  4v  and .5v  Clearly, the sets { },, 41 vv  { }42 , vv  are γ-sets. Both 

have omd -sequence (2, 3) with set { }42 , vv  providing ( ) 2, 42 =vvd  hence 

compact, whilst the set { }41, vv  provides ( ) 3, 41 =vvd  hence, non-compact. The 

Murtage partition associated with the compact γ-set { }42 , vv  is {{ },, 21 vv  

{ }}.,, 543 vvv  

Definition 2.1. We define the Murtage number, ( ),Gm  of a simple connected 

graph G to be the minimum number of edges that has to be added to G such that the 

resulting graph G′  has ( ) ( ).GG γ<′γ  

It follows from the definition that ( ) 0=Gm  if and only if ( ) .1=γ G  

Theorem 2.4. Let θ=iD ,1  for some compact γ-set iX  of G, then 

( )







∈−θ=

∈θ=

.,1

,,

1

1

ij

ij

Xvsometoadjacentisvifonlyandif

Xvanytoadjacentnotisvifonlyandif

Gm  

Proof. (a) Assume 1v  is not adjacent to any .ij Xv ∈  Since we are considering 

a omd -sequence of a compact γ-set of G, it is clear that the vertices in iD ,1  are 

uniquely dominated by 1v  hence, we must join all vertices in iD ,1  to vertices in 

{ }1vX i −  in order to eliminate 1v  from .iX  Since, θ=iD ,1  is an absolute 

minimum over all minimum number of edges to be added to have a resulting graph 

G′  such that ( ) ( ) ( ),1 GGG γ<−γ=′γ  it follows from the definition that ( ) .θ=Gm  

Conversely, we assume that ( ) θ=Gm  and that 1v  is adjacent to some .ij Xv ∈  

Since we are considering a omd -sequence of a compact γ-set of G, it is clear that the 

vertices in iD ,1  are uniquely dominated by 1v  hence, we must join all vertices in 
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{ }1,1 vD i −  to vertices in { }1vX i −  in order to eliminate 1v  from .iX  However, it 

required only 1−θ  edges to be added hence, ( ) .1−θ=Gm  The latter is a 

contradiction, implying 1v  is not adjacent to any vertex .ij Xv ∈  

(b) The proof follows in a similar way as part (a). ~ 

Proposition 2.5. For any graph G for which ( ) 1≥Gm  we have that 

( ) ( ).GGm −γ=  

Proof. Since ( ) 1≥Gm  it follows that ( ) .2≥γ G  Consider any compact γ-set 

iX  of G. From the definition it follows that ( ) .,1 θ== iDGm  If ( ) ,θ<=γ− kG  

let ( )GVY ⊆  be a −γ -set of G with .kY =  Since ( ) ( )GYG γ<−γ  there exists 

at least one vertex ij Xv ∈  such that every vertex of ( ) { }ji vXYG ∪∪−  is joined 

to a vertex in { }.ji vX −  Join every vertex in Y to a vertex ,it Xv ∈  jt vv ≠  to 

obtain .G′  Clearly ( ) ( )GG γ<′γ  and it follows that ( ) ,θ<≤ kGm  which is a 

contradiction. 

If ( ),GY −γ=<θ  then we consider the graph iDG ,1−  which has γ-set, 

{ }.1vX i −  Since ( ) ( )GDG i γ<−γ ,1  we have that ( ) YG <θ≤γ−  which renders 

a contradiction. 

Hence ( ) ( ).GGm −γ=  ~ 

Although the two invariants differ conceptually, the result is very useful. We 

only have to investigate one of the invariants and all the results will hold for the 

other. 

Theorem 2.6. Any simple connected graph G has a spanning subtree T such 

that 

( ) ( ),GT ∆=∆  ( ) ( )GT γ=γ  and ( ) ( ).GmTm =  

Proof. Consider a compact γ-set, { ( )}Gi vvvvX γ= ...,,,, 321  of G and an 

associated Murtage partitioning of ( ).GV  Consider the forest 
jijD ∀,∪  with 

ijD ,  the star with edges { }., ijkkj Dvvv ∈|  
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If in ( ) iGD ,γ  we have ( ( ) ) ( ),Gvd G ∆=γ  then join all ,, ijD  

( )( )1...,,2,1 −γ= Gj  to ( ) iGD ,γ  with one edge uv if and only if ( ) ,, iGDu γ∈  

ijDv ,∈  and ( ).GEuv ∈  Label the tree .∗T  If any of the stars ijD ,  has not been 

joined to ( ) iGD ,γ  we join them to ∗T  with one edge uv if and only if ( ),∗∈ TVu  

ijDv ,∈  and ( ).GEuv ∈  Label this successor tree .∗T  Since G is connected it is 

evident that recursively all stars will eventually be connected. Clearly ( ) ( ).GT ∆=∆  

If in ( ) iGD ,γ  we have ( ( ) ) ( ),Gvd G ∆=γ  join all ,, ijD  

( )( )1...,,2,1 −γ= Gj  to ( ) iGD ,γ  with one edge ( )Guvγ  if and only if ijDu ,∈  

and ( ) ( ).GEuv G ∈γ  Label the tree .∗T  Note that ( ) ( ).GT ∆=∆ ∗  All other stars 

ijD ,  which have not been joined at this first iteration can recursively be joined as 

described above. Hence, in all cases a spanning subtree T can be constructed with 

( ) ( ).GT ∆=∆  

To complete the proof we note that ( ) ( )TG γ≤γ  and the set iX  is a γ-set of T, 

hence ( ) ( ).GT γ=γ  It is also clear that iX  is a compact γ-set of T hence, 

( ) ( ).GmTm =  ~ 

Furthermore, let { }�GGGG ...,,,, 321=G  with each ,iG  a simple connected 

graph. It follows easily that 

( ) ( )∑
∀

∀ γ=γ

i

iii GG∪  

and similarly, 

( ) ( )∑
∀

∀ =

i

iii GmGm .∪  

Also if ( ) ( ),ii HG γ≤γ  ,...,,3,2,1 ni =  then 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
∀ ∀

∀∀ γ=γ≤γ=γ

i i

iiiiii HHGG .∪∪  
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2.4. Murtage number of a Jaco graph, ( ),1nJ  N∈n  

In this subsection, reference to a Jaco graph will mean we consider the 

undirected underlying graph of the Jaco graph. Hence, we peel off the orientation of 

the Jaco graph. From the definition of a Jaco graph, it follows that all Jaco graphs on 

2≥n  has at least one leaf (vertex with degree ).1=  Hence, the bondage number is 

( )( ) .11 2 =≥nnJb  

The fact that ( )( ) 01 ≥∈NnnJm  follows from the definition. 

From the definition of a Jaco graph it follows easily that vertex 1v  dominates 

( )11J  and ( )12J  and vertex 2v  dominates ( )13J  hence, 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) .0111 321 === JmJmJm  

For ( )14J  and ( )15J  it follows that the set { }31, vv  is a compact γ-set with the 

omd -sequences, (1, 2) and (1, 3) hence, ( )( ) ( )( ) .111 54 == JmJm  

For the Jaco graphs ( )16J  and ( )17J  we have sets { },, 41 vv  { },, 51 vv  { },, 42 vv  

{ },, 52 vv  { },, 62 vv  { }72 , vv  being γ-sets with only { }42 , vv  and { }52 , vv  the 

compact γ-sets. The corresponding omd -sequences are (2, 4) and (2, 5) hence, 

( )( ) ( )( ) .211 76 == JmJm  For ( )18J  we have that the sets { },, 52 vv  { },, 62 vv  

{ }72 , vv  are γ-sets with { }52 , vv  the unique compact γ-set. The unique 

corresponding omd  -sequence is (2, 6) so, ( )( ) .218 =Jm  

In respect of ( )19J  and ( )110J  we make the interesting observation that exactly 

two γ-sets, both being compact γ-sets namely, { },, 62 vv  and { },, 72 vv  exist. The 

corresponding omd -sequences are (3, 6) and (3, 7), respectively, meaning, 

( )( ) ( )( ) .311 109 == JmJm  

In the case of ( )111J  a unique compact γ-set { }72 , vv=  exists with the           

omd -sequence (3, 8). So also here we have ( )( ) .3111 =Jm  

For ( )112J  and ( )113J  we note that the sets { },,, 831 vvv  { }931 ,, vvv  and 

{ }1031 ,, vvv  are the γ-sets with { }831 ,, vvv  the unique compact γ-set. The 
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corresponding omd -sequences are (1, 3, 8) and (1, 3, 9). Hence, 

( )( ) ( )( ) .111 1312 == JmJm  

Further exploratory analysis leads to the next theorem. 

Theorem 2.7. For any Jaco graph ( ),1nJ  N∈n  we have ( )( ) .310 ≤≤ nJm  

The bounds are obviously sharp as well. 

Proof. Following from the definition of a finite Jaco graph ( ),1nJ  ,N∈n  it 

follows easily that the Murtage number can always be found be linking the minimum 

number of minimum (smallest) indiced vertices labelled ,iv  { } nkki <∈ ...,,3,2,1  to 

some ∈jv  compact γ-set of ( ).1nJ  

Assume ( )( ) .41 ≥nJm  It implies that at least the vertices ,1v  ,2v  ,3v  4v  have 

to be linked to some vertex γ∈jv -set, in order to reduce the value of ( )( )1nJm  

with at least 1. It also implies that ∉4321 ,,, vvvv  compact γ-set else ( )( ) .31 ≤nJm  

Furthermore, the lowest indiced vertex ∈�v  compact γ-set is .84 =< �  However, 

the lowest indiced vertex dominated by 8v  is 5v  implying that vertices ,1v   ,2v   ,3v   

4v  were not dominated, hence not adjacent to any vertex in the compact γ-set under 

consideration. The latter is a contradiction in terms of the definition of a γ-set 

(therefore, compact γ-set). So the result follows. ~ 

Corollary 2.8. For any finite Jaco graph ( ),1nJ  N∈n  we have that 

( )( ) (
( ( ) (

( ( )
) )

( )) .111
1

+γ=γ
−−− −−

−−

nvdn
n vdvdnn JJ  

Proof. Consider the Jaco graph ( )1nJ  and let vertex �v  be the minimum indiced 

vertex with the edge ( )( ).1nn JEvv ∈�  Clearly all vertices ∈≠�kv  

{
( )

}nvd
vv ...,,

��
−−

 are adjacent to .�v  Reducing by one more vertex we consider the 

Jaco graph 
( ( ) (

( ( )
) )

( ).1
1−−− −−

−−

nvdn
n vdvdn

J  Hence if iX  is a compact γ-set of 

( ( ) (
( ( )

) )
( ),1

1−−− −−

−−

nvdn
n vdvdn

J  a compact γ-set of ( )1nJ  is given by { }.�∪ vX i  
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It concludes the result that 

( )( ) (
( ( ) (

( ( )
) )

( )) .111
1

+γ=γ
−−− −−

−−

nvdn
n vdvdnn JJ  ~ 
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3
 The concept of Jaco Graphs followed from a dream during the night, 10/11 January 

2013 which was the first dream Kokkie could recall about his daddy. His daddy passed away 

in the peaceful morning hours of 24 May 2012, shortly before the awakening of Bob Dylan, 

celebrating Dylan’s 71st birthday. 


